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ABSTRACT
Development of a 12-ft-seas significant wave height ensemble consistent with the official tropical cyclone
intensity, track, and wind structure forecasts and their errors from the operational U.S. tropical cyclone
forecast centers is described. To generate the significant wave height ensemble, a Monte Carlo wind speed
probability algorithm that produces forecast ensemble members is used. These forecast ensemble members,
each created from the official forecast and randomly sampled errors from historical official forecast errors,
are then created immediately after the official forecast is completed. Of 1000 forecast ensemble members
produced by the wind speed algorithm, 128 of them are selected and processed to produce wind input for an
ocean surface wave model. The wave model is then run once per realization to produce 128 possible
forecasts of significant wave height. Probabilities of significant wave height at critical thresholds can then be
computed from the ocean surface wave model–generated significant wave heights. Evaluations of the ensemble are provided in terms of maximum significant wave height and radius of 12-ft significant wave
height—two parameters of interest to both U.S. Navy meteorologists and U.S. Navy operators. Ensemble
mean errors and biases of maximum significant wave height and radius of 12-ft significant wave height are
found to be similar to those of a deterministic version of the same algorithm. Ensemble spreads capture
most verifying maximum and radii of 12-ft significant wave heights.

1. Introduction
Tropical cyclones (TCs) have received great attention
in the U.S. Navy since Halsey’s Fleet encountered an
intense TC on 18 December 1944 while some of the ships
were refueling. The event resulted in the loss of 780
lives, three destroyers sunk, and 146 aircraft damaged
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beyond repair or destroyed. Eighty sailors suffered injuries and many of the other ships in Task Force 38 were
damaged by the high seas and hurricane force winds
(U.S. Navy 2016). One of the legacies of this disaster was
the creation of weather facilities in the western North
Pacific and eventually the creation of the Joint Typhoon
Warning Center (JTWC). Since ship safety and performance is highly dependent on sea state, wave models
that produce forecasts of significant wave height and
swell are of great interest to the navy. Forecasting the
state of the sea is also of great importance to commercial
shipping, offshore oil/gas operations, and recreational
boating, to name a few additional interests.
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Traditionally, third-generation spectral ocean wave
models such as WAVEWATCH III (Tolman 1991; Tolman
et al. 2002) are run with global numerical weather prediction (NWP) model surface winds to produce significant
wave height forecasts. However, the resolution of the global
NWP models is often insufficient to capture the steep wind
gradients associated with TCs, so there are applications to
infuse more detailed TC structure from higher-resolution
NWP models into the global NWP model wind fields used
as input to WAVEWATCH III (e.g., Tolman et al. 2005),
which can result in more realistic wave fields in the vicinity
of the TC (e.g., Chao and Tolman 2010).
One disadvantage to using exclusively NWP model
winds is that they are inconsistent with the official forecasts
from the operational centers (e.g., JTWC). To alleviate
this shortcoming, Sampson et al. (2010) implemented an
algorithm to use the official forecast (track, intensity, and
wind structure) placed within a global NWP model’s output winds as input into WAVEWATCH III. The winds
used in WAVEWATCH III would have the track and
structure of the official forecasts and use the global NWP
model winds (with the NWP model TC vortex removed)
only as background winds. An objective evaluation against
the National Hurricane Center (NHC) Tropical Analysis
and Forecast Branch (TAFB) real-time estimates of significant wave heights indicates that using the NHC forecast
information produced forecasts of maximum significant
wave heights and 12-ft1 (1 ft 5 0.3048 m) seas radii that
were generally less biased and more accurate relative to
forecaster estimates than using global model winds alone
(Sampson et al. 2013). More important to navy operations
is that the forecast area of 12-ft seas is geographically
consistent with the official TC forecast. The algorithm,
currently named WW3_TC_OFCL, was subsequently
implemented operationally at the Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center (FNMOC).
One possible extension to producing 12-ft seas consistent with official forecasts is to produce 12-ft seas probabilities that are consistent with official TC wind speed
probabilities (WSPs hereafter; DeMaria et al. 2009, 2013)
disseminated through the operational TC forecast centers.
The WSPs are designed to create a forecast ensemble that
reflects the operational location and intensity errors and
climatological wind structure errors. These would then
provide 12-ft seas probabilities that could be used in conjunction with the wind speed probabilities in ship sortie and

1
Throughout this manuscript we use imperial units instead of SI
units because the application is designed for use in U.S. maritime
operations, which is still in the habit of using imperial units. We also
use the term ‘‘12-ft seas’’ interchangeably with ‘‘significant wave
heights of 12 ft.’’
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FIG. 1. TAFB 48-h (top) forecast and (bottom) analyzed significant wave heights (contoured in ft) for Joaquin verifying at
0000 UTC 1 Oct 2015. Blue arrow is the approximate path of El
Faro and dotted lines indicate latitude and longitude in 108 increments. Boxed value (28) indicates maximum significant wave
height in ft.

ship-routing decisions for the entire Northern Hemisphere.
Such forecasts would also be consistent with guidance for
the Department of Defense’s TC Conditions of Readiness
that are also based on the WSPs (Sampson et al. 2012).
Impetus for using probabilities in forecasts can be
shown using an example. Figure 1 shows a deterministic 48-h TAFB forecast for Joaquin at 0000 UTC
29 September 2015. At this time the S.S. El Faro, a steam
turbine container ship 790 ft long and capable of a speed
of 24 kt (1 kt 5 0.51 m s21) departed Jacksonville, Florida,
for San Juan, Puerto Rico. The El Faro never made it
to Puerto Rico as planned, but was sunk near Crooked
Island Passage on 1 October 2015. Navigating solely with
the TAFB forecast in Fig. 1 (and assuming the forecast is
100% accurate), a ship could hypothetically take a route
with ‘‘fair winds and following seas’’ just north of the
Bahamas to Puerto Rico. The TAFB-forecasted maximum significant wave heights associated with Joaquin
are far removed from El Faro’s route with a maximum
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significant wave height of 18 ft. In retrospect, this forecast
had large errors in both track and intensity relative to the
averages (Cangialosi and Franklin 2016). The TAFBanalyzed TC position at 0000 UTC on 1 October is directly in the path of El Faro with an intensity of 100 kt and
estimated maximum significant wave heights of 28 ft along
El Faro’s route. The forecast errors were higher than average, so the case is a good one to use as a case study for
ensembles such as the WSPs that are intended to capture
large errors in the official forecast.
The purpose of this work is to describe a wave forecast
ensemble that is consistent with the forecast and errors of
official TC forecast centers. The algorithm used to generate significant wave height probabilities is described in
section 2, the dataset is discussed in section 3, verification
of the input data and algorithm output is shown in section
4, and conclusions and operational considerations are
discussed in section 5.

2. The algorithm
Forecast ensemble members (128 randomly selected
from the original 1000, which is a number that will be
explained later in this work) are generated using the WSP
algorithm described in DeMaria et al. (2013). Each of the
128 ensemble members is made available to the
WW3_TC_OFCL algorithm independently. The ensemble
member is essentially the same as an official forecast defined at 0, 12, 24, 36, 48, 72, 96, and 120 h. A series of
hourly forecasts is generated, and those hourly vortex
forecasts are then converted into high-resolution hourly
storm-scale gridded fields using the tessalation routine
from O’Reilly and Guza (1993), which will later be inserted into the NWP model surface wind fields. The NWP
model surface wind fields are preprocessed by removing
the NWP model vortex, which is likely geographical displaced from and structurally different than the ensemble
member vortex. The NWP model vortex removal process
eliminates the vortex using forecast information produced
by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction’s
(NCEP) vortex tracker (Marchok 2002) and replaces the
removed area with bilinearly interpolated data from the
sides of the removed area. For our NWP model surface
wind fields we used the Navy Global Environmental
Model (NAVGEM; Hogan et al. 2014) operational
18-resolution 10-m winds. The final step of the gridded
surface wind processing is inserting the hourly storm-scale
gridded fields into the NWP model surface winds at the
prescribed resolution of the NWP model. The resultant set of
gridded surface wind field forecasts at 1-h forecast intervals
serve as input into WAVEWATCH III (version 2.2.3).
WAVEWATCH III is then run on each of the 128
members, producing significant wave height grids. The

version of WAVEWATCH III used in the ensemble is
the same as that used in Sampson et al. (2013) except the
grid resolution is 0.48 instead of the 0.28 used in the deterministic version of OFCL/WW3 in order to reduce the
computation time. Two WAVEWATCH III domains are
defined for the ensemble, one for the Atlantic basin (08–
508N and 1008–308W) and one for the western North
Pacific (58–468N and 1008–1668E). There is no input at the
boundaries, and the model is cold started since it only
runs once a day for each domain.
To compute probabilities, the number of ensemble
members with significant wave height over a threshold
(e.g., 12 ft) is counted at each grid point in the domain and
then divided by the total number of runs (e.g., 128) to
produce a field of probabilities above the threshold.
One of the topics of discussion for implementation of
the ensemble in operations concerns the number of realizations required to yield reasonable results. The WSP
algorithm described in DeMaria et al. (2013) sets the
number of realizations at 1000, which yields smooth wind
probability fields. Although 1000 realizations (the same
number as in the WSP algorithm) would be ideal for our
application, we found this number to be untenable for
running WAVEWATCH III since it is resource intensive. Based on computational restraints, we surmised
that we could run on the order of 100 realizations, but
would prefer to run less if we could. DeMaria et al. (2009)
estimate that the error introduced by limiting the number
of realizations to 100 instead of 1000 is on the order of
1%–2%, which is acceptable for our purposes. We also
ran a sensitivity study whereby we compute and plot the
cumulative probabilities of both winds and waves for 10–
120 realizations by increments of 10. We investigated this
with a 96-h forecast for Yagi (wp162006) at 1200 UTC
19 September 2006 because that particular TC has some
of the attributes we care most about (i.e., it is a TC that
accelerates into the westerlies near Japan). As seen in
Fig. 2, the cumulative probabilities for 34-kt winds are
noisy for 120 realizations while the cumulative probabilities of 12-ft seas are much smoother. Based on these
results, we selected 128 realizations for the wind probabilities, which is a number that fits well with many multiprocessor systems, being a multiple of 16 and 64. We
chose the WAVEWATCH III because that is the wave
model used at FNMOC. Another option for operational
centers with less computational resources would be to
run a simple model, such as done in Lazarus et al. (2013).

3. Data used in this study
The TC track and structure information used in this
study come from the JTWC and NHC as stored on their
Automated Tropical Cyclone Forecast System (ATCF;
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FIG. 2. Sensitivity analysis for wind and wave probabilities. Cumulative probabilities (0–120 h) of wind exceeding
34 kt for (top left) 40, (middle left) 80, and (bottom left) 120 realizations. Probability of significant wave heights
exceeding 12 ft for (top right) 40, (middle right) 80, and (bottom right) 120 realizations. The case is a 96-h forecast
for Yagi (wp162006) at 1200 UTC 19 Sep 2006.

Sampson and Schrader 2000) work stations. ATCF
storm identifiers are used throughout the manuscript
and are in the form bbnnyyyy (e.g., al112015), where bb
(e.g., al) is the basin, nn (e.g., 11) is the TC sequential

number for the season, and yyyy (e.g., 2015) is the season
in which the TC developed.
The significant wave height forecasts were generated
from real-time runs of the WAVEWATCH III ensemble
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at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) during the 2013–
15 seasons. These real-time runs were available approximately 12 h late; however, at FNMOC the real-time runs
potentially could be available within 3 h of the release of
the official forecast. Because of computational limitations
and communications issues between NRL and the operational centers, we were only able to run the ensemble a
maximum of once a day and for only one TC in the western
North Pacific and one in the Atlantic. The western North
Pacific ensemble was usually run at 0000 UTC, and
the North Atlantic ensemble was run at 1200 UTC. Although the number of forecasts is limited, there is a great
deal of serial independence between the forecasts compared to a dataset generated from sequential forecasts
(i.e., every 6 h).
A common way of evaluating significant wave height
is to compare the results of wave model forecasts with
altimeter data (see Alves et al. 2013) or buoy observations. This was attempted in Sampson et al. (2013), but
the altimeter pass footprint was small and rarely passed
over the area where the significant wave heights were
greater than 12 ft. We found only 20 passes for our entire
dataset, many for the same TC, so we did not attempt
this type of evaluation in this work. Instead, we found
that the 6-hourly real-time analyses of maximum significant wave height and 12-ft-seas radii (i.e., the radii of
12-ft significant wave height) generated by TAFB to be
both a convenient and frequently available source of
data for ground truth. Sources of data that go into these
analyses are buoy reports, ship reports, altimeter passes,
and WAVEWATCH III output. The 12-ft-seas radii
estimates (in the compass quadrants NE, SE, SW, and
NW from the center of the TC as defined by NHC) are
part of the NHC advisory messages and are stored in the
ATCF database. Maximum significant wave heights are
not saved in the ATCF database, but are part of the
TAFB high-seas forecasts issued every 6 h. If we treat
these TAFB analyses of maximum significant wave
height and 12-ft seas as ground truth, we can evaluate
both the forecasts of maximum seas within and the 12-ftseas radii surrounding the TC circulation using a modified version of the NCEP tracker (Marchok 2002) with a
maximum radius of 300 n mi (1 n mi 5 1.852 km). These
parameters (maximum significant wave height and the
radii of 12-ft seas) should provide us with a reasonable
evaluation of large waves in the vicinity of the TCs. It
should be noted that the maximum significant wave
height estimates are not necessarily at the center of the
TC wind circulation.
Coincidentally, JTWC also provides estimates of
maximum significant wave height in their warnings
(JTWC warnings are the equivalent of NHC advisories).
These estimates are based on altimetry and a wave
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analysis and forecasting nomogram based on wind
speed, duration, and fetch (Bretschneider 1970). They
provide another independent dataset for evaluation.

4. Results
The results section is divided into an evaluation of the
track, wind intensity, and wind radii data to provide
justification for this algorithm’s utility (section 4a); an
evaluation of our wave algorithm output of maximum
significant wave height near the center of TCs and radii
of 12-ft seas against estimates from the NHC and JTWC
(section 4b); and application of our algorithm to the El
Faro case (section 4c).

a. Track, wind intensity, and wind radii evaluation
Questions frequently arise about the need for an algorithm such as the one we describe above since we already have global NWP model ensembles (e.g.,
NAVGEM) that generate probabilities of significant
wave height, and that those ensembles may be consistent
with official forecasts from the TC forecast centers. To
answer those questions, the authors evaluated forecast
tracks, intensities, and wind radii from the WSP algorithm against those from the NAVGEM and Global
Forecast System (GFS; NOAA 2016) ensembles since
those are critical metrics to discern whether the winds
that generate the waves are consistent2 with the official
forecasts. Visual inspection of the tracks, intensities, and
wind radii reveals that the ensemble forecasts are generally
inconsistent with official forecasts. Figure 3 shows an
example of track and intensity forecasts from the GFS
and NAVGEM ensembles and the 128 members used in
our algorithm for Joaquin in the Atlantic at 0000 UTC
29 September 2015. By the 72-h forecast time, the
20-member GFS ensemble (Fig. 3, top) clearly has a
right-of-track and negative-intensity bias relative to the
NHC forecast. The 20-member NAVGEM ensemble
also has a negative intensity bias. The WSP ensemble
members form an envelope around the NHC forecast for
both track and intensity. Even though the NHC forecast
is far right of the verifying track with lower intensity than
verified, the highest-intensity forecast from the WSP
ensemble intensifies the TC to approximately 95 kt, much
closer to the verifying intensity of 115 kt than the highestintensity forecasts (50 kt) from each of the global NWP
model ensembles. The 34-kt wind radii were also inspected for this case, and relatively few 34-kt wind radii
(about 25%) are generated by the GFS and NAVGEM

2
Consistency is preferred for forecasters, but more consistent
forecasts do not necessarily mean more accurate forecasts.
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FIG. 3. (left) Ensemble forecast tracks and (right) forecast intensity (kt) out to 72 h for (top) GFS, (middle)
NAVGEM, and (bottom) the WSP. Case is Joaquin (al112015) on 29 Sep 2015. Ensemble forecasts are gold, NHC
forecast is orange, and best track is black with the southernmost position being the 72-h verifying position.

ensembles since their intensities are low biased, and the
radii range between 50 and 300 n mi. The WSP algorithm
has more 34-kt wind radii forecasts (about 60%) that
range between approximately 50 and 350 n mi. The official forecast 34-kt wind radii were 50–100 n mi, so all
three ensembles had at least some 34-kt wind radii enveloping the official forecast.
To test whether the NAVGEM and GFS ensemble
intensity biases were isolated to the El Faro case, we

evaluated these ensembles for our dataset. The intensity
evaluation indicates that the NAVGEM and GFS ensembles have 15–20-kt negative-intensity biases relative
to official forecasts on average, and that the biases become more negative for TCs of 65 kt or greater intensity.
For example, the NAVGEM ensemble mean intensity
forecast bias for the 2015 western North Pacific TCs
is 214 kt at t 5 0 h (307 cases) and 223.5 kt at 72 h (155
cases) while the JTWC intensity forecast biases are 0.3
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and 10.7 kt for 0 and 72 h, respectively. The NAVGEM
ensemble mean intensity forecast bias for the 2015
western North Pacific TCs verifying with intensities 65 kt
or greater is 228.1 kt at t 5 0 h (156 cases) and 233.1 kt at
t 5 72 h (113 cases) while the JTWC biases are 0 and 7.3 kt
at 0 and 72 h, respectively. A similar trend is seen in the
Atlantic with the GFS ensemble, but with far fewer cases.
We also investigated NAVGEM ensemble wind radii
tendencies relative to the JTWC forecasts by verifying
2 yr of NAVGEM ensemble mean wind radii forecasts
for the western North Pacific 2014–15 seasons. These
were verified against the JTWC real-time analyzed wind
radii (over 500 cases at 72 h) and indicate that the
NAVGEM 34-kt forecast wind radii are 50–60 n mi
larger than the analyzed radii and about 70–90 n mi larger
than the JTWC forecast wind radii. The NAVGEM ensemble mean 50-kt wind radii are larger by approximately 50–70 n mi than both the JTWC-analyzed and
forecast wind radii. The 128-member WSP ensemble
mean radii biases are within 7 n mi of the JTWC forecasts
and so are consistent with the JTWC forecasts in size
estimates.
Finally, we investigated the GFS ensemble wind radii
tendencies relative to the NHC forecasts; we also verified GFS ensemble mean wind radii forecasts for the
Atlantic 2013–15 seasons (approximately 80 cases at
72 h) against the NHC wind radii estimates. This evaluation shows that both the WSP and GFS ensemble
mean forecast 34-kt wind radii biases are reasonable,
between 220 and 20 n mi. The GFS ensemble 50-kt
forecast wind radii are biased 10–20 n mi larger than the
WSP ensemble mean forecasts, which are in turn larger
than the NHC forecasts by 5–15 n mi. The probability of
detection for WSP ensemble mean forecasts of 34- and
50-kt radii is 100% at all forecast times (0–120 h). For
the same forecast times, the GFS ensemble mean forecasts have probabilities of detection for 34-kt radii
ranging from 58% to 97% with an average of 65%, and
have probabilities of detection for 50-kt wind radii
ranging from 80% to 100% with an average of 84%. This
is disconcerting since only one ensemble radius needs to
be present to compute the ensemble mean radius, so
rates lower than 100% indicate cases where none of the
ensemble members intensified the TC above the verifying threshold. This is an undesirable quality for computing wind probabilities around TCs because the
probabilities will be unrealistically low above these
thresholds.

b. Maximum significant wave height and radii of 12-ft
seas
As discussed in the data section, the ground truth for
evaluation of the maximum significant wave height
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comes from the forecast center products. The maximum
significant wave height is the parameter for which we
have the most data since real-time estimates exist in
both NHC and JTWC products. Figure 4 shows an
evaluation of the ensemble mean maximum significant
wave height and radius of 12-ft seas for the Atlantic
2013–15 seasons verified against the NHC analyses.
Maximum significant wave height mean errors start at
approximately 4 ft in the analysis and grow to approximately 11 ft by 96 h for both the ensemble and deterministic versions of WW3_TC_OFCL, though the
number of cases is very small. The errors are approximately 20%–40% of the verifying maximum significant
wave height, and the biases in the Atlantic are generally
small and negative. These means and biases are consistent with those found for the deterministic version in
2010–11 (Sampson et al. 2013). The 12-ft-seas radii errors for both the deterministic and ensemble means
range between 58 and 73 n mi, which is about 20%–35%
of the average 12-ft-seas radius in the NHC analyses.
The biases for the 12-ft-seas radii range from 0 to 50 n mi
for the ensemble and from 210 to 10 n mi for the deterministic WW3_TC_OFCL.
To test the consistency between the ensemble mean
and the deterministic versions of WW3_TC_OFCL, we
used the deterministic WW3_TC_OFCL analyses in lieu
of the TAFB analyses. An evaluation of the maximum
significant wave height and 12-ft-seas radii against the
WW3_TC_OFCL estimates at analysis time is shown in
Fig. 5. The mean errors and biases of the deterministic
WW3_TC_OFCL start at 0 (as they should), and the
ensemble mean is low biased (recall that our algorithm is
only run every 24 h so it takes time to generate a reasonable sea state for intensifying TCs), but within 24 h of
forecast time the deterministic and ensemble means in
the top left of Fig. 5 become highly correlated. The 12-ftseas radii errors for the ensemble mean tend to be about
10 n mi larger than those of the deterministic model, but
the biases are similar. The only notable difference is
between the maximum significant wave height biases at
120 h where the number of data points evaluated is small
(n 5 60). We also evaluated the maximum significant
wave height from both the deterministic and ensemble
WW3_TC_OFCL simulations against the estimates in
the JTWC warning messages. The errors are about 5 ft
higher and the biases 5 ft more negative at all forecast
times. It is not obvious whether the JTWC estimates are
high biased, the WW3_TC_OFCL estimates are low
biased, or both.
Ensemble spread metrics were estimated for the
WW3_TC_OFCL ensemble in both basins (Fig. 6). The
maximum distance, selected from all members, of a
member from the ensemble mean (dashed line in Fig. 6)
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FIG. 4. (top) Maximum significant wave height and (bottom) radius of 12-ft-seas mean errors and biases for the
Atlantic 2013–15 seasons. The WW3_TC_OFCL ensemble mean of 128 realizations (solid line) and WW3_TC_OFCL
deterministic (dashed) real-time runs. The forecast period (h) is shown along the x axis. The numbers of cases for
the top two graphs are 53, 38, 23, 14, 9, and 5 for 0, 24, 48, 72, 96, and 120 h, respectively. The numbers of cases for the
bottom two graphs are 109, 120, 83, 57, 43, and 19 for 0, 24, 48, 72, 96, and 120 h, respectively, with standard error
bars shown on ensemble means.

increases with forecast time out to 72 h, and then levels
off. For the Atlantic, this metric, on average, increases
from approximately 10 ft at 24 h to over 20 ft at 72 h and
beyond. For the western North Pacific, this metric increases from approximately 10 ft at 24 h to over 15 ft at
72 h and beyond. The medians (not shown) are within a
few feet of the means and usually slightly higher (1–3 ft).
The largest maximum distance of a member from the
ensemble mean was found to be 41 ft in the Atlantic and
31 ft in the western North Pacific. Using the maximum
significant wave height estimates as ground truth, the hit
rate (where the estimated maximum significant wave
height lies within the spread of the ensemble) in the
Atlantic ranged from 86%–100% at 24–120 h. In the
western North Pacific the hit rate was somewhat lower
(70%–87%). As expected, the mean distance (purple
line in Fig. 6) of the ensemble members from the

ensemble mean gradually increases to 5–6 ft throughout
the forecast.

c. El Faro
Although objective analysis of the ensemble is useful,
it is still important to scrutinize individual cases, especially the difficult ones such as the El Faro case described in the introduction, where the NHC and most
NWP model forecast errors were above seasonal averages. Figure 7 shows the WW3_TC_OFCL ensemble
forecast for the case discussed in Fig. 1. It is encouraging
that the maximum significant wave height forecasts by
the 128 ensemble members encompass the maximum
significant wave height estimated by forecasters during
the event. It also highlights the importance of including
many members in the ensemble because the first 20
members forecast maximum significant wave height less
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for the western North Pacific 2014–15 seasons and with ground truth being the WW3_TC_OFCL
deterministic real-time run. The forecast period (h) is shown along the x axis. The numbers of cases for maximum
significant wave height are 189, 149, 122, 96, 76, and 60 for 0, 24, 48, 72, 96, and 120 h, respectively. The numbers of
cases for 12-ft-seas radii are 627, 528, 466, 363, 289, and 224 for 0, 24, 48, 72, 96, and 120 h, respectively, and standard
error bars are shown on ensemble means.

than observed (the closest is within 5 ft). The 12-ft-seas
radii forecasts in the ensemble also encompass most of
the forecaster-estimated radii and provide an indication
of the probabilities of 12-ft seas greater than 40% along
El Faro’s approximate route north of the Bahamas. This
is in contrast to the deterministic forecast shown in
Fig. 1, which, if assumed to be 100% accurate, would
allow for passage south of Joaquin with following seas
less than 12 ft.

5. Conclusions
We have described an algorithm to produce an ensemble of significant wave heights from forecasts and
forecast errors consistent with track, wind, and structure
forecasts from official forecasts at the U.S. tropical cyclone forecast centers (JTWC, NHC, and CPHC). The

algorithm was evaluated in terms of maximum significant wave height and radius of 12-ft significant wave
height—two parameters of interest to both U.S. Navy
meteorologists and U.S. Navy operators. The ensemble
mean errors and biases of maximum significant wave
height and ensemble mean errors and biases of the radius of 12-ft significant wave height are found to be
similar to a deterministic version of the same algorithm.
The ensemble spreads also appears to capture a very
poorly forecast event, which is essentially what wave
ensembles should do.
If implemented in operations, the WW3_TC_OFCL
ensemble can be employed to generate the probabilities
of significant wave heights at critical levels (e.g., greater
than 12-ft seas) used by navy forecasters in applications
such as sortie timing and ship routing. The algorithm
implemented at FNMOC can process all active TCs at
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FIG. 6. Mean (purple) and maximum (dashed blue) distance from the ensemble mean of the maximum significant
wave height for the WW3_TC_OFCL ensemble. The forecast period (h) is shown along the x axis. The numbers of
cases for the Atlantic are 42, 25, 15, 8, and 7 at 0, 24, 48, 72, 96, and 120 h, respectively. The numbers of cases for the
western North Pacific are 142, 116, 99, 79, and 64 for 24, 48, 72, 96, and 120 h, respectively.

once and uses NAVGEM ensemble background 10-m
wind fields in WAVEWATCH III run on a 0.48 global
band. The entire process of generating significant wave
height probabilities on this global band takes about an
hour, employing 128 processors (one for each ensemble
member). The FNMOC implementation would also
solve issues with the initial and boundary conditions
since it would be run every 6 or 12 h. There is a significant impact on operational resources, but the wave
probability product is consistent with the official forecasts from the U.S. tropical cyclone forecast centers, the
deterministic WW3_TC_OFCL product, and the WSP
products, so it has value as part of a consistent suite of
operational center products.
The WW3_TC_OFCL ensemble would be further enhanced by using ensemble background wind fields as
discussed in Alves et al. (2013) and would also benefit
from improvements in the extremely active topic of NWP
model ensemble development. The WW3_TC_OFCL
algorithm will also be improved with incremental enhancements to the WSP product. Efforts are currently
under way to address a number of known shortcomings
in the WSP product as part of the Joint Hurricane
Testbed. These include improving the hourly interpolation of track information by replacing linear interpolation with cubic spline interpolation and bias correcting
the wind radii CLIPER model. Bias correcting the wind
radii CLIPER will be accomplished by developing a
method for using all available wind radii (34, 50, and
64 kt) from the NHC forecast to consistently bias correct
the wind radii CLIPER model and using the error serial
correlation to extend the influence of the bias correction
beyond the time when the NHC radii are available (72 h
for 34 and 50 k, and 36 h for 64 kt). This task may be
easier now since the official NHC 34-kt wind radii

forecasts through 72 h have become more skillful (better
than the wind radii CLIPER) over the last several years
(Knaff and Sampson 2015). Work remains to be done to
correct wind radii CLIPER biases in the western North
Pacific, where concerted efforts are currently under way
to best track the wind radii and improve the wind radii
forecasts.

FIG. 7. (Top) 120-h WW3_TC_OFCL ensemble forecasts of
maximum significant wave height and (bottom) 0–120 h cumulative
probabilities of 12-ft seas with approximate El Faro route (blue
arrow). Blue (red) shades indicate 0%–40% (80%–100%)
probabilities.
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With regard to making this product available everywhere, the WSP product is also being extended to the
Southern Hemisphere and north Indian Ocean, similar
to what Brownlee et al. (2013) did for the Australian
Bureau of Meteorology.
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